
 
 
HIGHMARK AND AERMEC INTRODUCE FIRST-OF-ITS-
KIND WWM WATER-COOLED MODULAR CHILLER 
 
As the most compact, flexible and efficient chiller on the market today, the Aermec 
WWM will reinvent the industry 
 
NEW YORK – February 9, 2017 
– HIGHMARK, a pioneer in 
building efficiency, worked with 
Aermec, a leader and innovator in 
the chiller space, to design the 
Aermec WWM Water-Cooled 
Modular Chiller to meet the unique 
demands of New York City's 
buildings. As a result, the first-of-
its-kind WWM is the most 
compact, flexible and efficient 
chiller on the market today, and is 
poised to reinvent the industry. 
 
"Current chiller options in New 
York City take up too much space, 
are too difficult to install and 
maintain and are incredibly wasteful,” said Richard Gerbe, Co-Founder of HIGHMARK. 
“We approached Aermec with a solution and hence the WWM was born – it’s modular, 
small in size, flexible in terms of installation, simple to service, energy efficient and 
compliant with strict energy codes.” 
 
Key differentiators of the Aermec WWM include: 
 

• Small footprint: The WWM's footprint is half the size of its competition, thus 
enabling it to fit through doors and into elevators for easy installation. Its small 
size also frees up valuable square footage for building owners. 

• Ultimate flexibility: Unlike other products, the WWM has many flexible 
installation and layout options, including back-to-back, side-to-side, top-to-
bottom or any of these combinations. 

• Streamlined maintenance: The WWM is straightforward to service in tight 
building interiors, and the refrigeration components that need to be serviced are 
located in a drawer that slides out for easy access, without interrupting operations. 



• Maximized energy efficiency: The WWM is the most energy-efficient chiller in 
its class, while having the lowest refrigerant charge of any chiller on the market. 

• Energy-code compliant: The WWM is AHRI certified and exceeds all ASHRAE 
90.1 energy code requirements for chiller energy efficiency. 

 
"The WWM's compact and innovative design means it can fit through doorways for 
quick replacement, be accessed from one side for simple maintenance and be stacked to 
minimize its footprint," said Anthony Sannazzaro, Co-Founder of HIGHMARK. 
"Because of this, the WWM will change the way chillers are installed, serviced and 
replaced in New York City and across the country." 
 
HIGHMARK and Aermec introduced the WWM to the market at the 2017 AHR Expo. It 
was first rolled out in New York City at an event organized by HIGHMARK and then to 
the rest of the country. It joins the award-winning NYB free-cooling chiller as a 
HIGHMARK product offering. For WWM questions and orders, contact HIGHMARK at 
www.highmark-ny.com. 


